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ABSTRACT

The d3cay properties of nuclear giant raultipole

resonances are discussed within a hybrid model that incorpo-

rates, in a unitary consistent way, both the coherent and

statistical features. It is suggested that the "direct" de-

cay of the GR is described with continuum 1 RPA and the

statistical decay calculated with a modified Hauser-Feshbach

model. The two decay components are not independent owing to

the presence of a mixing parameter that measures the degree

of fragmentation of the GR. Application is made to the decay

of the giant monopole resonance in 20*Pb. Suggestions are

made concerning the calculation of the mixing parameter using

the statistical properties of the shell model eigenstates at

high excitation energies.
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I. INTSOOUCTION

Nuclear giant resonances are collective states

that sit in the 10-20 MeV excitation energy range. It has

been established that the excitation energy of the GR goes

like A" and thus the heavier the nucleus, the lower this

energy is. Nevertheless even in nuclei as heavy as 23*U,this

excitation energy is high enough that one may consider the GR

as embedded in a sea of two-particle two-hole states.Accordingly

these highly collective nuclear states are fragmented into the

background of more complicated and thus less collective states,

owing to the coupling induced by the residual interaction.

Whereas the microscopic description of the

structure of the GR is in a rather reasonable shape, the

theoretical description of their decay into the open channels

is rudimentary. In principle one may envisage a 2n RPA in

the continuum treatment, which would furnish both the escape

width r+ and the spreading width r *. However, the procedure

needed in order to actually calculate cross sections or

brandling ratios from such theories is not yet fully developed.

What has been done so far in the literature is to assume

either one of two modes, direct or statistical and asses then

relative importance by calculating them separately and

independentelly. This procedure invariably leads to several

debated conclusions.

The purpose of this paper is to develop a hybrid
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theory of the decay of the GR in which both the direct and

statistical decay processes are considered on the same footing.

These two processes are not completely independent as botdi

depend on the mixing parameter which is directly related to

the spreading width. The theory is general enough to permit

the inclusion of intermediate processes such as preequilibrium

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section

IX we review the direct vs. statistical description of the

iacay of the G* by presenting several cases. In Section III

we develop our hybrid theory and apply it to the neutron de-

cay of the giant sonopole resonance in 2**Pb. in Section IV

we discuss the calculational aspect of the mixing parameter.

This entails describing the statistical properties of the

nuclear shell model eigenstates at high excitation energies.

Finally» in Section V we present our conclusions and indicate

possible routes for further developments.

II. DIKBCT vs. STATISTICAL DECAY MQUBS OP THE GR

£tost of the recent work on GR decay has concen-

trated on answering the question of how direct or statistical

it is. invariably in the analysis of data, simplified versions

ot the "direct" and/or statistical decay models are used. To
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give an example we show in Fig. 1, the neutron spectrum arising

from the decay of the giant monopole resonance in ***Pb

(Ex «13.5MeV). According to the analysis of Ref. 1), the low

energy part of the spectrum is purely statistical whereas at

En * 4 HtV, it is direct. However, this conclusion was

reached via a statistical model calculation which employs a

Fermi gas density of states in 3>7Pb are used in the calcula-

tion, the statistical model explains the whole spectrum. It

seems now that GR is in heavy nuclei decay almost entirely

statistically2'.

Another case of interest to us here is the fission

decay of actinide nuclei .In particular it has been suggested

that the giant quadrupole resonance in this mass region

fissions predominantly directly. This is in contrast to the

giant dipole resonance which seems to fission statistically.

There are however several measurements based on electron

scattering which were found to contradict the above oanclusion

concerning the GQR .Again, we have here en «rumple of using

qualitative theory to reach quantitative conclusions. To

make our point clear we show in Fig. 2, the calculation of

the fission decay probability, Pf (EU for the giant monopole,

dipole and quadrupole resonances^ . In the calculation, we

have used realistic level densities and transition nucleus

levels. The dotted curve shows the result for F.(EX)

obtained with the schematic model of Huizenga and vandenbosch ,

which seems to be the one widely used in the analysis.
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In our calculation of P^tEA), we have used the

express ion

c e*>
m

with r and r, representing the neutron and y widths, respec-

tively, and rf(EX) evaluated within the incomplete damping

Model of Back et al. «which uses the following

In the above expression the first tern accounts for the flux

which passes directly throuhg the two fission barriers while

the second accounts for the fraction of the flux which is

trapped in the intermediate well before passing through the

second barrier. For details of the calculation, see Ref. 5).

When compared with the schematic model of H-V, our calculation

represents a great improvement. In fact besides being

insensitive to X, the H-V expression requires a lowering of

the fission barrier by as much as 50% in order to come close

to our calculation.

The point we would like to make concerning the

fission decay mode of the GR is that there is a clear room

for both direct and statistical processes. In fact, if we

take the data of Ref. 4) at value, one sees clearly that at
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photon energies greaten than the fission barrier, the giant

quadrupole resonance in 2>*U, could accomodate up to about

40% ãiitíCt decay. Several authors would contest this,especially

in view of several recent hadron induced excitation measure-

ment of the GR and GMR which seem to indicate about 90% direct

fission decay . We shall not dwell here on the debate which

is still going on concerning the fission mode. All the facts

do seem to indicate that a consistent description of the

fission decay of the GR in the actinide must involve both the

direct and statistical decay modes.

Several other examples can be cited which show

the need for a more general description of the decay of the

GR. Quite recently the GQR neutron decay in 92Zr was measured

and was found, according to the analysis of Ref.8), to exhibit

about 20% direct decay probability. Once again, the

statistical analysis made in Ref. 8) employed several rough

approximations, which may render the above conclusion ques-

tionable .

The first attempt to analyse QR decay with both

statistical and direct decay modes has been recently ma^e by
g \

Beene et al. . These authors discussed the y-decay of the

giant quadrupole resonance in 20*Pb with the following

expression for the decay probability

c
<3Í
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where P°(E2) is the direct t-decay probability given by

(4»

with r referring to the Y-partial escape width of the reso-

nance and r its average total width. The statistical on

compound decay probability, denoted by Pc was calculated

similarly as

(5)

The result of the calculation of Ref. 9) indicated

that P 3 Pc. Similar conclusions were reached by Ref. 10)

with a wore refined calculation of PC. Thus, in this particular

decay channel the statistical and direct decay modes contribute

about equally.

Eq. (3), though reasonable froa a qualitative

point of view suffers from an inconsistency, namely since the

GR is fragmented into the compound nucleus background states,

a remant of the former must appear in PC(E2). This can be

easily seen from simple unitarity argument. The missing

ingredients in (3) is a mixing parameter which measures the

degree of GR fragmentation. In the next section we derive

an improved version of (3), consistent with the requirement

of unitarity. Before actually doing this, we first discuss
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briefly the microscopic description of the GR within the 2 n

RPA. This discussion will serve in justifying our treatment

of the GR decay through a combination of 1s RPA in the

continuum, which supplies basically PD, and the Hauser-Peshbach

theory for PC the mixing parameter alluded to earlier couples

these two pieces.

ZXZ. HYBRID •DIRECT" + HAUSBR-PESHBACH MODEL FOR THE DECAY OF

THE NUCLEAR RPA

In this section we develop the hybrid model for the

decay of the GR already anounced earlier. Before actually

doing this we present first a brief discussion of the RPA

description of the GR. Within this theory» the nuclear

collective states are constructed as coherent superposition

of 1p-1h configurations, coupled to both the continuum and

the more complex 2p-2h subspace. The excitation operator

that creates the GR by operating on the vacuum state is

accordingly composed of both 1p-1h and 2p-2h pieces. In

practice, it is advantageous to project out the 2p-2h subspace

and work in the restricted Ip-Ih space.

Employing the usual linearization procedure , on

the equation of motion, one can show that the equation that

determines the excitation amplitudes, have the following
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structure ' ''

where X and Y are the RPA amplitudes that enter in the definition

of the Ip-ih excitation operator. The RPA-looking matrix is

different from the conventional one owing to the excitation

energy-dependence of An(E), which arises from the coupling

.-> the 2p-2h subspace. In fact the explicit for» of A

demonstrates clearly this fact

A ,3t'
0

vhere Kxi is the usual 1p-lh subaatrix.

Clearly A U(E) contains poles at E^ * hn, which

represent the fragmentation of the GR strength over the 2p~2h

background. One usually averages out these singularities by

inserting an appropriate constant imaginary term in the de-

nominator of the second term. This results in a smooth

strength distribution whose widtht when the coupling to

open channels is switched off, is just the damping width of

the GR.

In realistic calculations, the solution cf S>à. í€)

poses severe problems, owing to the very large density of

states of the 2p-2h configurations, especially in heavy

nuclei. To give an example we show in Fig, 3, the
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calculated 2p-2h density of 2* states in *2Zr, in the energy

region around the GQR (E* * 14 MeV). Clearly o2*
 c o u l d

reach a million. This aspect naturally calls for a statisti-

cal treatment of the 2p-2h subspace, as is done in statisti-

cal nuclear reactions involving the compound nucleus.

The statistical treatment alluded to above is

based on the theoretical developement of multistep compound

processes discussed by Friedman et al. . In this

approach, the non-direct reaction leading from channel c to c1

is determined by summing the individual probabilities for all

processes which begin with c and end with c' where a suocesicn

of compound classe is visited along the way as the system

evolves along various routes. In the case discussed here,we

take c to the giante resonance and c' any open final channel.

It might sound a bit peculiar to call che CR the entrance

channel, but considering the time delay aspect of the

problem, namely order of magnitudes longer time required for

the formation and decay of the 2p-2h, 3p-3h, stages than that

for the formation and eventual "direct" decay of the GR, we

believe our procedure is quite reasonably, closely related

to the time delay is the density of states involved (see

earlier discunsicn or the density of states of 2p-2h configu-

rations) .

Our ideas above can be summarized in Fig. 4. The

GR considered as a "direct" channel feeds flux to the 2p-2h
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subspace which is coupled both to the exit channels, through

the transmission coefficients Tv c« «*d the 3p-3h space. The
,c

3p-3h subspace itself is coupled to the exit channels

(through t2 c«l aod to the next complicated configuration,and

so on. The flux fed from the GR therefore percolate through

the different stages, allowing always couplings in both

directions, (up and down, as exemplified by the thick arrows)
pi*1

notwithstanding the ratios ~=—- being always very large (i
pi

refers to no particles and holes) and accordingly favoring

the down coupling.

Mhat is shown in Pig. * can be translated into

mathematics using classical statistical arguments as was

shown in Kefs.12) and

To proceed, it is convenient to introduce a set

of generalised transmission coefficients, T , which
n ,c

represent the probability for getting from channel c to the

subspace of np-nh. This includes both direct coupling

c «—" np-nh as well as indirect coupling throug* (n-i)p-(n-Dh,

tn.2*'-p(n-2)h etc. subspaces. Let us also define downward

branching ratios vM (n < m) which measure the internal
nm

coupling between mp-mh and np-nh both directly through the
other subspaces. From u _ we can also define the inclusive

nm
downward mixing parametes of the np-nh subspace
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The flux which arrives at the np-nh subspace and

stops there is then given by T „ - T „ v ,* The second
* n,c n,c n*

factor is just the depletion of the flux at n due to the

coupling downward to wore coup]ex stages.

The exosBisection which describes t!te transition

fro» the GR to the find channel c *, can then be written down

in a generalized Hauser-Feshbach for»

( 9)

c*
The factor (1-n •) indicate how much of the flux

n

which entered the np-nh subspace from the c "survives** the

downward leakage. At this point we Must remember that we

have treated the GR,so far,as the entrance channel. Of

course the GR has to be populated fro» the real entrance

channel (y,a, etc.). Thus we have to give a special

interpretation for the transmission coefficient Tft GR. T O

reach the GR fro» the entrance channel, one uses an average

transmission coefficient tc G R given by 2w r
0^ P G R withdenoting the partial width of GR and P G R is of the order of

1 MeV~*. The structure of T . is constructed as follows.
ItfC

We introduce transmission coefficients, T . which describe
n»c

direct coupling of c1 and np-nh subspace. Then

UO)
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The second factor, I T^ . nMR describes the

indirect couplings between c' and n through the (n-1)p-(n-1)h(

(n-2)p-(n-1)h etc. and though the GR. For simplicity, we take

only the 2p-2h subspace. Then

M (11)

As far as T, A is concerned, owing to the fact that

c couples directly only to the GR, we have

If we ignore all other subspaces, the factor

(1-u 4l is then absent and we have for the 2p-2h contributions

to the c * c' cross section

^ (___ ..„ (13)

€c *

Besides the above cross section there is the

"direct" Git cross section which fro» Eq. (9\,can be written as

Cc
= h-k)

*

The generalisation of the above equations to

include (3p-3h), (4p-4h) subspaces, is straight-forward and

can be easily accomplished with a repeated use of Ec,(9). We
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should mention here that the sum of Eqs. (13) and 114) satisfies

the general unitarity requirement as long as the entrance

channel transmission coefficient in Eq. (13) resembles exactly

the exit channel one, in the sense that

«r* c - , w , < 1 5 >

The sum of Eqs. (13) and (14) is the principal result

of this section. The resulting equa~'on expresses the cross

section as a sum of a "direct" term and a compound term. So

far analysis of data have performed assuming for o , either

one of the two terms, depending on the part of the spectrum

studied. A more consistent approach, however, should st*rt

with our Eqs. (13) and (14) with the aim of extracting the value

of v. This procedure has been followed previously in connection

with isospin mixing in nuclear compound reactions, namely the

case of analog resonances coupled to the lower-isospin back-

ground . The parameter w extracted in this case measures

the degree of nonconservation of isospin due to Coulomb mixing

ct the upper and lower isospin states.

In the case studied here, u should measure the

degree of GR fragmentation into the more complex compound

nucleus configurations. The unambiguous extraction of u,

however is directly tied to the a priori knowledge of T

and T^. The former can be calculated using a suitable RPA

description of the coherent 1p-1h excitation in the region
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of high excitation energies (continuum RPA). The compound

transmission coefficients can be evaluated using the optical

Model. We should stress that the Hauser-Feshbach evaluation

of the second tern in Eq. (2) Is mot valid owing to the

presence of the unknown parameter u. If such a calculation

C D
were to be performed, one ends up evaluating T • pi , whose

interpretations in terms of optical potentials is, to say the

least t ambiguous.

In c der to demonstrate the usefulness of our

theory we present in Fig. 1 a calculation of the decay proba-

bility, of the monopole giant resonance in 2 8 -Pb, excited

through the (a,a*) reaction . This probability is nothing

but o ,/T t from our Egs. 03) and (14). Two values of u were
cc y ^

considered, u=1 and u«0.5. The direct piece of the decay

was estima Led using the result of F.T. Kuchnir et al. '

18k
and de Haro et al. , whereas the statistical piece was

Q
calculated» in accordance with Bq.(13) using for the iç,, the

* 21

Hauser-Feshbach model as recently employed by Dias et al.

Clearly for the u*1 case a «normalization of the statistical

calculation of Ref. 2) has to be made in order to account

for the "indirect* CN decay exemplified by (u=1) ic.# whose

value was taken to be 2* r° P 0 with p p • "1
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It is obvious from the figure that the GMR in

2>aPb does not accomodate appreciable direct piece since the

mixing parameter seems to be close to 1, in complete agreement

with the conclusions of Refs. 5,6). The example described

above should convey the principal message of our work: by

comparing to a less prejudiced expression for the decav proba-

bility of the GR (neither entirely direct nor entirely conpound)

one should be able to extract the important mixing parameter u.

At this point t vie make an attempt at a generali-

zation of Bj.O3) to incorporate the contribution arising from

pre-equilibrium emission. This is easily accomplished using

the nested doorway approach of Ref. 10). The important new

features are that the cross section is now composed of three

distinct pieces, and the mixing parameter u is divided into

three terms. Namely

& H

c "
with

In the above m measures the mixing of GR with the 2p-2h
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states, us refers to the mixing of the 2p-2h with the

compound nuclear states and y* refers to the mixing of the GR

directly with the compound states, which may be set equal to

zero for all practical purposes. The transmission coefficient

related to the GR Op-1h>, the pre-equilibrium stage (2p-2h)

D P Cand the compound stage are called T , T and T , respectively.

It is important to note here that unitarity is still preserved

both in Eq. (9) in the sense that by summing over the final
•

channels c', we obtain

irrespective of the detailed nature of the decay.

Very precise and detailed measurements are required

to test the above generalization of our theory. However

before testing the generalization, a more thorough test of the

simple* two-term expression is required in order to extract

the mixing parameter u. If this parameter is found strongly

dependent on energy, then intermediate, pre-equilibrium

processes, must be taken into account through our generalized

expression, Eq. (16). Work is presently in progress to test

the «bove ideas. In the next section we discuss the calcula-

tional aspect of u with the aid of the statistical features

of the nuclear shell model at high excitation energy.
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V- TUB GUUff

The GR mixing parameter, v, introduced earlier,

can be expressed as

where r + is the damping width of the GR arising from the

coupling between the 1p-1h and 2p-2h aubspace, and r + is the

escape width to the open channels. Since rf can be calculated

from continuum RPA (namely P D ) , we need here to discuss the

evaluation of r* which is connected with statistics.

The simplest possible expression for r* is Fermi's

Golden Rule's»

<20)

In writing the second expression for r* above we

have assumed that a representative average matrix element

squared is a reasonable approximation for the ratio of the

i-sum in the first expression over the density of the 2p-2h

states. The calculation of (20) or (21) can be greatly

simplified if statistical treatment is found applicable in

.18.



the sens» that the amplitudes «. 1 associated with the basis

vector |j> which is used to cons^act the nuclear state

are random. Namely the ensemble average

, uai

The average square matrix element of Eq. (21) then

Thus it is important to verify the probability

distribution of the amplitudes a. .. Within the theory of

random matrices, this distribution is gaussian (Porter-Thomas),

where ç|a. ,I1 - 1, and M is the dimension of the basis.

19)In a preliminary study , we have checked the

above by performing a realistic shell model calculation in s-d

nuclei. **e have taken (sd)7(2>Na) with a baseis size N * 517.

The result of our calculation for j« « 1/2* with the

Wildenthal interaction do not follow Eq, (24). This however

does not exclude the possibility of constructing an empirical

19.



distribution for the a, ,, This is being carried out for

several nuclei for the purpose of establishing systematics.

With this, the calculation of r* and \i, the mixing parameter,

can be done easily.

VI. COMCLOSIOMS

In this paper the decay properties of nuclear giant

resonances are discussed within a hybrid model that combines

both the direct component and the statistical, compound,

component in a unitarity consistent way. The mixing parameter

which measures the degree of fragmentation of the GR with the

background configurations appears as a natural link between the

direct piece and compound piece of the decay probability. It

is suggested that the analysis of the data is made in conjunction

with an RPA - type calculation of the direct piece and a

modified Hauser-Feshbach calculation of the statistical piece,

with the final aim being the extraction of the mixing parame-

ter.

Finally it is suggested that the theoretical

calculation of the mixing parameter is simplified greatly with

the use of the statistical properties of the nuclear shell

model eigenstates at high excitation energy.
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

The histogram is the measured neutron decay spectrum

fro» the EO giant resonance in 2 B iPb (ref.7) . The

two curves shown by the full line (u»1) and dashed

line (M*0.5) are the predicted spectrum using

equation 6 taking into account the resolution of the

experiment (500 keV). Each of the 141 neutron groups

is represented by a Gaussian with FMHN * 500 keV

(see Ref. 5), 6) for «ore details). Both spectra

(u«1 and ii-O.S) are normalised to the number of

neutrons in the interval between 3-4 MeV. The exci-

tation energy of the residual nucleus 2 0 7Pb # is

depicted by B (upper abscissa). See text for more

details.

Calculated fission probabilities of the GMR (dashed

dotted curve), GDR (dashed curve) and GQR (full

curve). See text for details. Also shown is the

experimental data for the GDR fission decay. The

dotted curve represents the results of P.(EX)

(equal for all X's) obtained from the approximate

Vandenbosch-Huisenga expression. From Ref. 5).

Calculated level density oi 2 + states in 92Zr within
the single particle shell model.

A schematic diagram showing the reaction coupling

scheme.
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